
iSigner is a state-of-the-art digital signature service. It offers PDF and XML digital signatures in both local 
and remote mode. Documents can be signed with qualified or advanced certificates resulting in qualified or 
advanced signatures according eIDAS.
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WHY DIGITAL SIGNATURES?
Electronic signing allows for the full 
digitalization of business processes, 
eliminating the time and costs of printing, 
faxing, mailing, copying, scanning and 
filing in paper formats which presents many 
disadvantages:

	� risk of loss, destruction and 
incompleteness;

	� difficulty to search, edit and share;

	�  need for bulky, physical storage space.

By eliminating these burdens, governments, companies 
and citizens implementing the electronic signature will:

	�  save significant time;

	�  enhance the security of the processes;

	�  reduce operational costs;

	�  cut carbon footprint;

	�  improve all parties’ satisfaction.

Electronic signing is fast, green, secure and extremely 
convenient, contributing to an improved overall 
experience.

SIGNATURE LEVELS

There are multiple levels of digital signatures (both digital 
signatures and certifying signatures) possible. Each level 
provides additional guarantees about the signature.

B - BASIC SIGNATURE
A basic signature is a cryptographic signature with 
accompanying signing certificate and chain. It provides 
authenticity (we know who signed) and integrity (we know 
what was signed and that it has not been altered) of the 
document. It is the minimal (useful) signature level possible.

T - BASIC SIGNATURE WITH TIMESTAMP
A basic signature provides authenticity and integrity guarantees, but 
it does not provide us a trustworthy indication of the point in time 
the signature has been created. A timestamp is an additional type of 
signature that will be created by a TSA (Time Stamping Authority) and 
linked to the created signature. Embedding a timestamp to a signed 
document, provides proof that the signature existed at (or before) 
a specific point in time. If a timestamp has been added immediately 
after the document has been signed, the timestamping time can 
be considered the time of signing. The response of the timestamp 
authority is signed by the timestamping authority.

When no timestamp is used, the signing time is the time when data was 
added to the document. Because this can be any date/time (mostly the 
“local” or “server” time) and there is no way to verify the correctness, 
this time should be considered not trustworthy (with maybe an 
exception for internal systems). It is therefore recommended to always 
add a timestamp to the document by at least choosing the level of 
signature.

LTA - LONG TERM ARCHIVAL (not supported yet)

Even when all information is contained in the document, over a longer 
period other issues may pose themselves. One notable example is 
the fact that certain signing algorithms, hashing algorithms and key 
sizes may become weaker over time. To counter this, a document 
timestamp can be added to the document, this timestamp creates a 
signature using, at the time of creation, secure algorithms, keys, … and 
is calculated over the complete content of the document indicating 
a trusted time when the document timestamp was applied to the 
document. This process may be executed multiple times during the 
lifetime of a document and is mostly used in archiving systems. When 
a document timestamp is added to the document, missing revocation 
data should also be added to the document in order to have a new 
package containing all validation data and preserving integrity of the 
document and its signatures.

LT - LONG TERM VALIDATION (LTV) 
Certificates used in PKI can be revoked before the end of their validity 
(for example when private key get lost/compromised). CA’s can provide 
2 services to allow one to check if a certificate has not been revoked. 
Typically, this service is called before using a certificate (for example 
creating signatures) or validating a certificate (for example building a 
certificate chain).

KEY BENEFITS OF ISIGNER
	�  Supports both e-signatures and e-seals

	�  Validation of countersignatures and multiple signatures

	� 	Alignment	with	the	eIDAS	Regulation	and	related	standards

	�  Supports EU standards on:

	� signature formats and packaging methods;

	� signature validation procedures;

	� validation relying on Member States’ trusted lists;

	� status of trust service providers/trust service, 
compensation of information, path validation.

ISIGNER INFRASTRUCTURE
The iSigner infrastructure consists of two load balanced SafeNet 
Luna Network HSM’s. It supports the most complete cryptographic 
suite in the industry. 

Security	Certifications:

	� FIPS	140-2	Level	2	and	3

	� 	FIPS	186-4

	� 	Common	criteria	EAL4+

	� 	OCSI	certified	QsigCD	and	QSealCD

CRL – Certificate Revocation List
This is the oldest mechanism and is basically a list of certificate serial 
numbers that have been revoked. If a certificate’s serial number is on 
the list of revoked certificates, it cannot be used. The list is signed 
by the CA and contains the issuing time and when to expect a next 
update. Typically, a CRL is valid for several hours after which an update 
will be published. During this time span, the CRL can be reused and so 
it may be cached. Note however that updates may be published before 
the announced update time.

OCSP - Online Certificate Status Protocol
The online certificate status protocol is a more recent mechanism, 
it is request/response based. One sends the serial number to the 
OCSP responder, the OCSP responder will reply with the status of the 
certificate. The response of the OCSP responder is also signed and 
contains the time of the response.

The availability of one or both services for a certificate is indicated by 
extensions in the certificate.

When validating a signature, one of the steps in the process is checking 
if none of the used certificates have been revoked. Because validation 
will be performed after the signature has been created, at a time where 
the certificate may not be valid anymore due to expiry or because 
it has been revoked. This would mean that the signature would be 
considered invalid while it may have been valid at the time of signing. 
This issue can be solved by embedding the OCSP or CRL response in 
the document at the time of signing. OCSP is always preferred over CRL 
since it is smaller and more granular. When validating the signature, the 
embedded revocation information can be used to check if a certificate 
was not revoked at the time of signing.

The iSigner Client Library will support CRL distribution points of the 
certificate (using HTTP(s)), as well as OCSP (over HTTP(s)). If necessary, 
the CRLs can be downloaded from the certificates’ distribution point 
and saved for reuse during their validity window.

If the certificate is valid the iSigner Client Library will embed the 
digitally signed CRL or OCSP response in the signature. This shows 
that the certificate was valid at the time of certification, even if the 
document is subsequently opened after certificate expiration or 
revocation. Only documents signed after revocation will be affected if 
the OCSP/CRL response was embedded in the signature. If no OCSP/
CRL response is embedded in the signature the validity of the signature 
expires with the validity of the certificate used to sign the document.



ISIGNER MODES OF OPERATION
iSigner provides two modes of operation, local and remote signing. Both scenarios are described in detail below.

iSigner Client Library
The iSigner Client Library is the .Net library providing signing functionality to application 
developers. 

Using the iSigner Client Library, the document can remain on the client’s network, only 
requiring the communication of the hash and calculated signature which do never contain 
sensitive information.

iSigner API
iSigner is available at:

URL:  https://www.isigner.eu

API:   https://api.isigner.eu/swagger

REMOTE OPERATION
In this scenario the document that will 
be signed is created on the customer’s 
infrastructure and sent to the iSigner API. 

	� The certificate is always stored on the 
iSigner HSM infrastructure which is 
located in D Soft’s datacenter facility.

	� The PDF document is sent to iSigner, the 
signed document is downloaded back to 
the customers infrastructure.

LOCAL OPERATION
In this scenario the customer creates 
documents on his own infrastructure and 
should remain there because of security 
or privacy restrictions. In this case iSigner 
should be used in Local mode.

The customer will use the iSigner Client 
Library to prepare the document for signing. 
Only the hash value is sent to iSigner and 
the encrypted message digest is returned 
by iSigner. As a final step the iSigner Client 
Library will assemble and finalize the 
document.

	�  The certificate is always stored on the 
iSigner HSM infrastructure which is 
located in D Soft’s datacenter facility.

	�  The PDF document never leaves the 
customers infrastructure.

TYPES OF DIGITAL SIGNATURES

Both types of signatures can be placed both visible and invisible 
on a PDF document. The certifying signature can only be the 
first signature on the PDF document. A certifying signature is 
generated in the same way as a non-certifying digital signature. 
However, documents with a certified digital signature differ from 
those signed with standard digital signatures. Certifying signatures 
are mostly used to provide guarantees about the content (but not 
necessarily the approval) and the issuer of the document. Standard 
digital signatures are mostly used as (but not exclusively) approval 
signatures.

Both signatures and certifying signatures can use Adobe AATL 
certificates. Adobe AATL certificates are only issued based on 
specific criteria but CA’s are implementing and enforcing those 
requirements. This way they provided a certain level of guarantee 
about the signer which can be a person or a legal entity. An 
additional advantage of using AATL certificates is that when using 
Adobe PDF reading software, the AATL root certificates of all CA’s 
issuing AATL certificates is known by the Reader software. This 
means that documents containing a signature based on AATL 
certificates will be automatically verified and indicated as valid in 
Adobe software (note: same is the case for EUTL based certificates).

When using certificates that do not derive from an AATL (or EUTL) 
trusted root, trusted root certificates will need to be explicitly 
trusted in Adobe software or using the ‘Trusted Root Certification 
Authorities’ store on Windows for the chain to the signing certificate 
to be trusted (and verifiable).

Signatures that are invalid (for example content changed after 
putting signature on the document) will always be indicated with a 

 mark. Cryptographically correct signatures with a chain of which 
trust cannot be determined will be flagged by a yellow question 
mark. A correct signature with a validated chain will be indicated by 
a  mark.

When signing the document using a certifying signature (more 
general the first signature), it can be specified which modifications 
can be done to the document after the document has been signed.

The following modifications can be allowed:

	�  No adjustments

	�  Filling in fields

	�  Filling in fields and add comments

ISIGNER LEGAL COMPLIANCY
iSigner (both the Client Library and the API) is compatible with:

	�  European eIDAS regulation 910/2014 

	� RFC 3161 – TSA and Timestamp

	�  RFC 5280 – Certificate and certificate revocation list

	�  RFC 6960 – Online certificate status protocol

	�  RFC 2315 – PKCS7

	� ETSI EN 319 132-1 v1.1.1 Building blocks and XAdES baseline 
signatures

	� ETSI EN 319 132-2 v1.1.1 Extended XAdES signatures

	� ETSI EN 319 122-1 v1.1.1 Building blocks and CAdES baseline 
signatures

	� ETSI EN 319 122-2 v1.1.1 Extended CAdES signatures

	� ETSI EN 319 142-1 v1.1.1 Building blocks and PAdES baseline 
signatures

	� ETSI EN 319 142-2 v1.1.1 Extended PAdES signatures
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CRL – Certificate Revocation List
This is the oldest mechanism and is basically a list of certificate serial 
numbers that have been revoked. If a certificate’s serial number is on 
the list of revoked certificates, it cannot be used. The list is signed 
by the CA and contains the issuing time and when to expect a next 
update. Typically, a CRL is valid for several hours after which an update 
will be published. During this time span, the CRL can be reused and so 
it may be cached. Note however that updates may be published before 
the announced update time.

OCSP - Online Certificate Status Protocol
The online certificate status protocol is a more recent mechanism, 
it is request/response based. One sends the serial number to the 
OCSP responder, the OCSP responder will reply with the status of the 
certificate. The response of the OCSP responder is also signed and 
contains the time of the response.

The availability of one or both services for a certificate is indicated by 
extensions in the certificate.

When validating a signature, one of the steps in the process is checking 
if none of the used certificates have been revoked. Because validation 
will be performed after the signature has been created, at a time where 
the certificate may not be valid anymore due to expiry or because 
it has been revoked. This would mean that the signature would be 
considered invalid while it may have been valid at the time of signing. 
This issue can be solved by embedding the OCSP or CRL response in 
the document at the time of signing. OCSP is always preferred over CRL 
since it is smaller and more granular. When validating the signature, the 
embedded revocation information can be used to check if a certificate 
was not revoked at the time of signing.

The iSigner Client Library will support CRL distribution points of the 
certificate (using HTTP(s)), as well as OCSP (over HTTP(s)). If necessary, 
the CRLs can be downloaded from the certificates’ distribution point 
and saved for reuse during their validity window.

If the certificate is valid the iSigner Client Library will embed the 
digitally signed CRL or OCSP response in the signature. This shows 
that the certificate was valid at the time of certification, even if the 
document is subsequently opened after certificate expiration or 
revocation. Only documents signed after revocation will be affected if 
the OCSP/CRL response was embedded in the signature. If no OCSP/
CRL response is embedded in the signature the validity of the signature 
expires with the validity of the certificate used to sign the document.




